Introduction

The 2012 bibliography lists books, articles, and proceedings papers related to engineering technology education under the following headings: administration, aerospace/aviation, architectural, assessment, biomedical/ biotechnology, civil, computers, curriculum, distance education, diversity, electrical/ electronics, faculty development, industrial, industry/government/employers, information technology instructional technology, international, laboratories, liberal studies, manufacturing, mechanical, nanotechnology, renewable, service learning, teaching methodology, tech prep/STEM, technical communication, and technical graphics. Several categories include listings reflecting general technical education concerns.

Entries are listed according to area of primary emphasis, and items that apply to two or more academic disciplines are entered under the area of major interest. For example, ECET-related items are included under “Electrical/Electronic”; mechatronics papers are listed under “Mechanical.” We apologize for any entries that may have been missed or inadvertently placed in the wrong category.

Contributors

Engineering technology educators interested in contributing to the bibliography may contact Marilyn A. Dyrud, Communication Department, Oregon Institute of Technology, 3201 Campus Drive, Klamath Falls, OR 97601; email: marilyn.dyrud@oit.edu; phone: 541.885.1504.


GSW  Proceedings of the 2012 ASEE Gulf Southwest Section Conference. April 4-6, 2012, El Paso, Texas. Proceedings are available on CD.


NE  Proceedings of the ASEE 2012 Northeast Section Conference. April 27-28, 2012, Lowell, Massachusetts. Due to an error on the ASEE website displaying section proceedings, these papers are not available. They are listed here as a courtesy to the authors.


Administration


Barger, Marilyn. “Florida’s Engineering Technology Pathways.” CIEC.

Buchanan, W. W. “How ASEE Can Benefit Society by Making Students Aware of Engineering Early and Then Showing How They Can Economically Go to College.”


Dalessio, Anthony P., and Elena V. Brewer. “Running a Successful Department Level Professional Development Program at a Community College with Little Access to College Funding.” *ACP*.


Dyrenfurth, Michael J. et al. “Synergies of Converging ABET, ATMAE, and Institutional Accreditation Programs.” *ACP*.

Ford, George. “Enrollments in Graduate Engineering Programs for the Next Ten Years.” *CIEC*.


McCormick, Jessica R., Eugenia Fernandez, and Danny King. “Success in Engineering and Technology Workshop: An Academic Intervention Program for Probation Students.” *ACP*.

Murphy, Mike, and Michael J. Dyrenfurth. “Examining the Role of the University in Creating Jobs.” *ACP*.

Panigrahi, Suranjan, and Ken Burbank. “A Strategic Analysis of Graduate Programs in Engineering Technology.” *ACP*.

Reid, Kenneth. “STeM to STEM: A New Bachelor of Science Degree with a Major in Engineering Education.” *NC*.

Sandowski, Mary, and Judy Birchman. “A Study to Examine the Role of Print, Web, and Social Media on Recruiting Students.” *EDGDI, ACP*.

Shull, Peter J. “Changing from Enrollment-Challenged to Resource-Challenged: Results of a Five-Year Enrollment Strategy.” *ACP*.

Viswanathan, Shekar. “Importance of Advisory Boards in Program Development and
Management.” *ACP.*

**Aerospace/Aviation**


Shetty, Dedvas, and Claudio Compana. “Precision Measurement Method of Misalignment, Cracks, Contours, and Gaps in Aerospace Industry.” *ACP.*

**Architectural**


Goodwin, Cliff et al. “Strategic Planning Methodology within Architecture and Interior Design Technology Programs.” *ACP*

Molnár, Tamás. “Parzival Meets Modern Architecture,” 564-569. *ICEE.*


**Assessment**

Attarzadeh, F. “Assessing and Evaluating Capstone Courses in Engineering Technology.” *GSW.*

Bastian, Kristine Paradis, Eugenia Fernandez, and Elaine M. Cooney. “Accreditation Reciprocity: Interchangeability Challenges between Broadly Defined and Narrowly Defined Student Assessment Methods.” *ACP.*

Choo, V. “On the Topic of Assessment and Evaluation.” *GSW.*

DeTurris, Diana. “Assessment Rubric for Global Competency in Engineering Education.” *PSW.*

Goris, Tatiana V., and Michael J. Dyrenfurth. “Concepts and Misconceptions in Engineering, Technology and Science: Overview of Research Literature.” *IL/IN.*


Karimi, A., and R. D. Manteufel. “Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes in an Introductory Thermodynamics Course.” *GSW.*

Kock, Daphne C., and Mary E. Johnson. “Tinkering to Introduce Technology: Developing an Instrument to Measure Students’ Play Preferences.” *ACP.*

Maxwell, Andrew. “Management of Online Assessments as a Replacement for Exams,” 908-909. WIP. *FIE*.

Moody, Nathan et al. “Innovation Differentiation: Examining the Problem-Solving Approaches of Engineering and Technologist Students.” *IL/IN*.

O’Connell, Robert M. “Assessment Practices for Team-Based Learning in Sophomore-Level Courses.” *MW*.

Siniawski, Matthew T. et al. “Standards-Based Grading: An Alternative to Score-Based Assessment.” *PSW*.


**Biomedical/Biotechnology**


**Civil/Construction**


Duggan, John W., Michael Davidson, and Leonard Anderson. “Promoting Intra-Disciplinary Design in Civil Engineering Technology: An Approach to Comprehensive Capstone Design through Faculty and Practitioner Mentorship.” *NE*.

Durfee, Jason K. “Challenges and Successes of Creating a Living-Building Laboratory (Building as a Laboratory) for Use in the Engineering Technology Curriculum.” *ACP*.

Fiegel, Gregg L., and Daniel C. Jansen. “Look Ma, Concrete Hands!” *PSW*.


Kurtanich, David G., Nathan Schkurko, and Kenton Esbenshade. “Performance Comparison of Trickling Filter Media for a Municipal Wastewater Treatment Facility.” *Technology Interface International Journal*


---

**Computers**

Armstrong, Alice, and Carol Wellington. “Modeling Employer Assessments Using Professionalism in Computer Science Courses,” 154-156. WIP. *FIE*.


Kurkovsky, Stan, and Delvin Defoe. “Evaluating the Use of Mobile Game Development in Introductory CS Courses,” 624-626. WIP. *FIE*.

Lo, Dan, Kai Quan, Gang Quan, and Liang Hong. “Enhance CS/CE Student Learning in Computer Architecture and Organization through a Remote Instrument Control Lab with Mixed Reality,” 974-975. WIP. *FIE*.

Long, James N. “Integrating Electric Vehicles into Software Engineering Project-Based Education.” *ACP*.


Curriculum


Aghayere, A. et al. “Enhancing Creative Strengths in Engineering Technology Students through Curriculum and Pedagogy Modification.” CIEC.

Asgill, Austin B. et al. “Operating a Seamless Pipeline into B.S. Degree Program for Place-Bound ET Students via a State-Wide 2+2 Articulation Agreement.” ACP.


Baltimore, Craig, and Allen Estes. “College and Industry Partnerships: The Samé, Tanzania Polytechnic, and Weld Quality.” ACP.


Bennett, Andrew, and Rekha Natarajan. “Choose Your Own Homework,” 644-645. WIP. FIE.

Berri, Sidi, Andy Zhang, and Gaffar Barakat Gailani. “Importance of Undergraduate Research in Engineering Technology Programs.” ACP.

Blake, John E. “Technological Literacy as an Element in the Structure, Assessment, and Evaluation of Engineering and Engineering Technology Degree Programs.” ACP.

Brooks, Robert M., K. S. Joythsna, and Mehmet Cetin. “Creativity for Enhancing the Technological Literacy for Non-Science Majors.” ACP.


Capar, Ismail. “A New Course on Distribution of Green Technologies: Contemporary Topics in Electronics Distribution—Going Green.” ACP.

Chennupati, Sai Bhanu Prasad, Chad M. Laux, Kathryn Newton, and Kelly A. McFall. “Organizational Culture in Support of Six Sigma and Innovation: Can It Co-Exist?” ACP.

Colwell, J. “Looking Ahead: Some Trends in Graduate Education and Their Impact on Engineering and Technology.” ACP.

Christie, Barbara, Steven J. Yelton, and Britney M. Williams. “Healthcare Technology Management: Changing the Name of the Field to Improve Awareness.” ACP.

Danielson, Scott, and Chell A. Roberts. “Increasing Student Learning via an Innovative Capstone Program.” ACP.

Dyrenfurth, M., K. Newton, and R. Athinarayanan. “Engineering Technology Department Responses to the USA’s Innovation Challenge: Potential Actions.” CIEC.

Ford, George, William McDaniel, and Aaron Ball. “University and Community College Collaboration in North Carolina.” SEE.

Foroudastan, Saeed D. “Collegiate Solar Boat Project Prepares Today’s Engineering Students for Tomorrow’s Energy Challenges.” ACP.

Gilbert, Robert. “Developing Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Assessment Programs in Community Colleges.” ACP.


Heymans, Lori, Michael E. Pelletier, Linda A. Desjardins, and Paul J. Chanley. “Summer Bridge in Community College Program Emphasizing Engineering and Technology.” ACP.


Kaya, Tolga. “Recruitment and Engagement of Undergraduate Engineering and Technology Students in Interdisciplinary Research Projects.” ACP.

Keska, J. “Physical Experimentation—Cooking an Egg with a Cell Phone: Hoax or Reality?” GSW.

Korenic, Robert J. “LEEDing the Way: A Problem and Project Based Approach to Developing an Undergraduate Course in LEED.” NC.

Krupszak, John et al. “Minors as a Means of Developing Technological and Engineering Literacy for Non-Science Majors.” ACP.

Li, Chao, and Antonio Jose Soares. “Senior Design Projects Using C-Stamp Microcontrollers.” ACP.

Marshall, John. “A Professional Internship: Don’t Graduate without One.” ACP.


Nakayama, Shoji, and Ge Jim. “Improving Students’ Learning Outcomes in Safety Education through Interdepartmental Collaboration.” CIEC.


Paulsen, W. Charles. Math Anxiety Relief for


Ray, Biswajit. “A Problem-Solving and Project-Based Introduction to Engineering Technology Course.” *ACP*.

Reid, Kenneth J., and Eric Baumgartner. “Toward a New Paradigm: A Bachelor of Science Degree with a Major in Engineering Education.” In Cindy Veenstra (ed.), *Advancing the STEM Agenda: Quality Improvement Supports STEM*. Milwaukee, WI: ASQ.


Shih, HuiRu et al. “The Development of Emergency Management Technology Programs at Jackson State University.” *ACP*.


Yeh, Chih-Ping et al. “The ATE Center for Advanced Automotive Technology (CAAT).” *ACP*.


Zoghi, Manoochehr. “Curriculum Innovation with Leadership Opportunities to Engage Students at All Levels.” *PSW*.

---

**Distance Education**

Ball, Aaron K., and William L. McDaniel. “Distance Education for Engineering Technology: Faculty and Student Perspectives.” *SEE*.

Comanzo, Johanna, and Chris Normile.
“Increasing Student Engagement and Persistence in Adult Distance Education.” *StL.*

Genis, Vladimir, Jay J. Bhatt, and Shawn A. Woodson. “Enhancing Graduate Online Programs by Using Digital Library Services.” *ACP.*


Jones, Richard L., Steve C. Hsuing, and Reza Raeisi. “Introduction to a Microcontroller Training Platform for Distance Education and Project Implementations.” *PSW.*

Kanai, Junichi, and Mark Anderson. “Redmine in an Academic Setting.” *StL.*

Khalid, Adeel. “Modern Distance Education—Going Global While Staying Home.” *SEE.*

Klosowski, Piotr. “Functioning and Development of Distance Education at Silesian University of Technology,” 904-911. *ICEE.*


Meyer, Brett, Timothy Wei, David Jones, and Stuart Bernstein. “Enhancing the Distant Classroom Experience Using NUVIEW.” *MW.*

Miertschin, Susan L., Carole E. Goodson, and Barbara L. Stewart. “Managing Time in Online Courses: Student Perceptions.” *ACP.*

Nepal, Bimal P., Ismail Capar, and Barry Lawrence. “Improving Student Learning in Distance-Based Graduate Programs: A Residency Live Case Course.” *ACP.*

Sergeyev, Aleksandr, and Nasser Alaraje. “Online Electrical Machinery Course Development for University-Enrolled Students and Industry Representatives.” *ACP.*

Stiebiener, Itana et al. “Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Use of Teaching Materials in Video Format in Distance Learning Environments,” 872-877. *FIE.*

Tabas, Joseph M., Cody Matthew LeMay, and Elizabeth Freije. “Online Education: The End of Learning.” *ACP.*


**Diversity**

Donaldson, Shirl E. “Expanding the Pipeline; Using an Innovation Course for Inclusion of Underrepresented Minorities.” *CIEC.*

Harris, Richard et al. “Retention of Under-Represented Engineering Minority Students through Practice-Oriented Experiential Education.” *NE.*

Jianh, Hao. “Engaging Underrepresented Community College Students in
Interdisciplinary Research and Learning.” *PSW.*

Kitto, Kathleen L., and Sue Guertner-Schlesinger. “Women of Western: The Voice of Women—ADVANCE Catalyst at a Comprehensive Institution.” *ACP.*


Marchetti, Carl E. et al. “Perceived Levels of Faculty Values, Influence, and Satisfaction by Gender, Rank, Ethnicity, College, and Department at a Large Private University.” *ACP.*

Nagchaudhuri, Abhijit et al. “IJMES STEM Faculty, Students, and Staff Collaborate to Address Contemporary Issues Related to Energy, Environment, and Sustainable Agriculture.” *ACP.*

**Electrical/Electronics**


Barbieri, E., and V. Tzouanas. “MS in Engineering Technology: Examples from Control Systems.” *ACP.*

Blanton, William H., Zhibin Tan, and Davin A. Strom. “The Fast Fourier Transforms for Technologists, Engineers, and Other Non-Ph.D.s.” *ACP.*

Brewer, Elena V., and Anthony P. Dalessio. “Effective Low-Budget Approach to Teaching Photovoltaic Systems to Electrical Engineering Technology Students at Community Colleges.” *ACP.*

Border, David. “Integration of National Instruments Multisim and Macintosh Mathcad into a Digital Communication Technology Curriculum.” *ACP.*

Davis, C., W. Hickman, and V. Tzouanas. “Design and Control of an Air Heater Process.” *ACP.*


Evans, William T. “Courses in Programmable Controls for Engineering Technology.” *NC.*

Farook, Omer, Chandra R. Sekhar, Jai P. Agrawal, and Ashfaq Ahmed. “Multiprocessor Embedded System Design: A Course with Hardware-Software Integration.” *ACP.*

Farook, Omer et al. “Embedded RF System Design with the rfPIC12F625.” *ACP.*


Gero, Aharon, Wishah Wajeeb Zoabi, and Nissim Sabag. “How Does Automation-Based Learning Affect Students’ Achievement and Attitudes towards Electronics?” *ACP.*

Globig, James E., and Michael J. Kozak. “The Rubber Band Rule and Other Innovative Techniques to Teach Introductory Circuit Analysis.” *ACP.*
Grinberg, Ilya, and Mohammed Safiuddin. “Multi-Institutional Smart Grid Laboratory.” *ACP.*

Hossain, Akram, Mohammad A. Zahraee, and Hanza Kadir. “Frame-by-Frame Analysis and Diagnosis of a High-Speed Packaging System Using Frastec InLine Network-Ready Camera Vision Equipment.” *ACP.*

Houssain, Akram, and Tanima Zaman. “HMI Design: An Analysis of a Good Display for Seamless Integration between User Understanding and Automatic Controls.” *ACP.*


Johnson, Timothy, Andrew Heran, and Murat Tanyel. “Elvis Has Entered Digital Circuits!” *NC.*


Khorbotly, Sami. “Adding an FPGA Component in the Digital Signal Processing Lab.” *NC.*


Manzo, M., V. Tzouanas, and E. Barbieri. “Modeling and Control of Heat Integrated Distillation Columns: A Case Study.” *ACP.*

Marshall, John. “Programmable Controllers: An Affordable Necessity.” *ACP.*


Menezes, Aurenice. “A Hands-On Course in Data Communication for Technologists.” *ACP.*


Montdragon, Antonio Francisco, and Adriana Becker-Gomez. “So Many Educational Microcontroller Platforms, So Little Time!” *ACP.*


Panigrahi, Suranjan. “Analysis and Overview of Techniques to Incorporate Innovation in Undergraduate Curriculum in Electrical Engineering Technology.” *IL/IN.*

Pecen, Reg Recayi, Corey Evan Eischelberger, and Faruk Yildiz. “An Undergraduate Summer Research Experience on Energy Efficient Lighting Technologies and Harmonics.” *ACP.*

Phung, M., E. Lawrian, and V. Tzouanas.
“Design and Control of a Twin Tank Process.” *ACP.*

Porter, Jay R., Ben Behbood Zoghi, Joseph A. Morgan, and Wei Zhan. “Product and System Development: Creating a New Focus for an Electronics Engineering Technology Program.” *ACP.*

Qazi, Salahuddin, and Robert C. Decker. “Visualization of Nanoscale Components Using Atomic Force Microscopy.” *ACP.*


Sala, Anca L., and James Riddell. “Successful ABET Accreditation of an Two-Year Electronics Technology Program: Lessons Learned.” *ACP.*

Schneider, Scott James, and Seth Jarek Peterson. “Utilizing a System-on-Chip Project as a Capstone Experience in a Microprocessors Course.” *ACP.*

Shaver, Clark D., and James A. Lookadoo. “Evaluation of Direct Assessment Tools in Electrical Engineering Technology.” *ACP.*

Sridhara, B. S., and Daryl Hunter White. “Developing Experiments for the Vibration Course with Minimal Expenditure.” *ACP.*

Srinivasan, Thyagarajan, and David Carey. “A Course in Instrumentation Automation,” 1035-1041. *ICEE.*

Tzouanas C., and V. Tzouanas. “Study of a Photo-Voltaic (PV) System Using Excel: Economic Analysis, Modeling, Simulation and Optimization of a Photo-Voltaic (PV) System.” *GSW.*

Tzouanas, C., and V. Tzouanas. “Study of a Photo-Voltaic (PV) System Using Excel: Economic Analysis, Modeling, Simulation and Optimization.” *ACP.*

Underwood, Harold R. “Teaching Non-Major Students Electrical Science and Technology.” *ACP.*

Yousef, Asad, and Mohamad A. Mustafa. “Capstone Project: Electronic Name Tag System.” *ACP.*

Zhan, Wei, Joseph A. Morgan, and Jay R. Porter. “Teaching Digital Communications Using LabVIEW.” *ACP.*

Zhan, Wei, Ana Elisa P. Goulart, Joseph A. Morgan, and Matt Allen Bird “Integration of Capstone Experience and Externally Funded Faculty Research.” *ACP.*

Zhoul, Zhaoxian. “Mathematical Skills in Electronics Engineering Technology Curriculum.” *SEE*

**Faculty Development**


Alaraje, Nasser, and Aleksandr Sergeyev. “Professional Development Opportunities for Electrical Engineering Technology Educators in VHDL and FPGA Design.” *ACP.*


DeBartolo, Elizabeth A., Margaret B. Bailey, and Risa Robinson. “A Workshop to Improve Communication Skills for Teaching Assistants.” ACP.

Gardner, Anne, Keith Willey, Lesley Jolly, and Gregory Tibbitts. “Peering in at the Peer Review Process for Conference Submissions,” 852-857. WIP. FIE.

Hagni, Diane, and Harvest Collier. “Establishing a Faculty Development Focus at a Public Technological Research University.” MW.

Jackson, Kathy Schmidt, and Randy L. Vander Wal. “Taking Matters into your Own Hands: Is Creating an E-Book for You?” ACP.


Yan, Karen Chang et al. “TCNJ ADVANCE Program (TAP): Assessment and Faculty Development Initiatives for Fostering Career Advancement within a PUI Environment.” ACP.

**Industrial**


Edmonson, Charlie P. “Integrating Business Process Simulation Software into a Facilities Layout Course.” ACP.


Schlemer, Lizbeth Thompson, Sema E. Alptekin, and Karen Bangs. “Integrating Courses through Project-Based Learning.” PSW.

Sarder, M. B. D., and Shahdad Naghshpour. “Enhancing Students’ Learning through MILL Concept.” ACP

**Industry/Government/Employers**

Anderson, Kevin et al. “Industry/University Collaborative Senior Project.” PSW.


Billis, Steven H., Nada Marie Anid, Alan Jacobs, and Ziqing Dong. “Infusing the Curriculum with Cutting-Edge Technologies through Partnerships with Industry,” ACP.

Colvin, Kurt et al. “Virtual Presentations in Pursuit of Industry-Academia Interaction.” PSW.

Durkin, Robert J. “Startup Firms Can Benefit from Engineering Technology Capstone Courses,” CIEC.

Fattic, Jana, and Joseph Gutenson. “Industry and Institutional Partnerships for the Water Training Institute.” CIEC.

Hampton, Dave, and Jose Macedo. “Model to
Offer Courses Led by Industry Advisory Board—Value Claim.” *PSW.*

Laux, Chad, and Shweta Chopra. “Enhancing Student Learning Experience in Lean Manufacturing with Industry Engagement.” *CIEC.*

McNally, Helen. “Industrial Support for Research and Teaching Activities.” *CIEC.*


Paavola, Jarkko, “Framework for Integration of Teaching and R&D in BSc Level Education—Case Study on Challenging Long-Term R&D Effort,” 448-454. *ICEE.*


Saltz, Jeffrey, Jae Oh, and Suk-Chung Yon. “Reviewing GE IE: An Open Co-op Program.” *NE.*

Schmidt, Edie, and Kim Deranek. “Development and Education: Leading Change in Curriculum and Business Processes through Industrial/Education Partnerships.” *CIEC.*


Stutterer, Kevin G. et al. “Assessment of Student Outcomes Using Industry-Academia Assessment Teams.” *ACP.*


### Information Technology

Abe, Tokio. “A Curriculum Improvement of MIS Course in College,” 235-244. *ICEE.*


Kam, Hwee-Joo, and Greg Gogolin. “Out-of-Class Learning: Shaping Perception of Learning and Building Knowledge of IT Professions,” 696-697. WIP. *FIE.*


McDermott, Roger et al. “Student Reflections on Collaborative Technology in a Globally Distributed Student Project,” 365-370. *FIE.*


Miller, Fabienne, Erin DeSilva, and Jianyu Liang. “Will Texting Help Student Learning? A Case Study of Using Mobile Devices in University Classrooms,” 305-309. WIP. *FIE.*

Ojanperä, Tapani. “Enhancing Student Motivation by Means of Software Programming Projects,” 245-251. *ICEE.*


**Instructional Technology**

Cole, Jerald. “Participatory Tweeting as a Vehicle for Course Engagement.” *NE*.

Fisher, Tiffany, Wanda L. Worley, and Eugenia Fernandez. “Using Web 2.0 and Social Networking Technologies in the Classroom: A Comparison of Faculty and Student Perceptions.” *ACP*.


Little-Wiles, Julie M., Stephen Hundley, Wanda J. Worley, and Eric J. Bauer. “Faculty Perceptions and Use of a Learning Management System at an Urban Research University.” *ACP*.


Prodanov, Vladimir. “In-Class Lecture Recording: What Lecture Capture has to Offer to the Instructor.” *PSW*.


Walk, Steven R. “Improving Learning Technology Design through the Identification of Anthropologically Invariant Learning Behaviors in the Adoption of Educational Technology.” *ACP*.

**International**


Farnsworth, Clifton B., Mark Owen Lords, and Brian Charles Capt. “Involving Students in an International Technology Exchange.” *ACP*.

Friess, Alex, Ivan E. Esperragoza, and Dylan Connole “Enhancing Cross-Cultural Interaction in Courses with a Large Component of Visiting Study Abroad Students.” *ACP*.

Hamad, K. “Developing New Technology-Related Bachelor Programs in the Middle East.” *GSW*.


Mazumder, Quamrul, and Mohammed Rezaul Karim. “Comparative Analysis of Learning Styles of Students of USA and Bangladesh.” *ACP*.

Meisner, Robert. “The Impact of Study Abroad on Students and Hosting Companies.” *NMW*.


Reed, Brian E. et al. “Program Offerings and Curriculum Convergence between the Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT) and the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC).” *ACP*.


Sanger, Phillip Albert, Julia Ziyatdinova, and Vasily Grigoryevich Ivanov. “An Experiment in Problem-Based Learning: A Comparison of Attitudes between Russia and America.” *ACP*.


Wolfsteiner, Peter, and Brian P. Self. “A Detailed Look at the German Universities of Applied Sciences.” *ACP*. 
Lately, the utilization of remote laboratories has been a focal point in the realm of educational technology. This approach allows students to engage in hands-on experiments and projects remotely, enhancing the learning experience without the necessity of being physically present in a laboratory. The advent of digital platforms and the availability of accessible software have made this method a viable alternative to traditional laboratory settings.

### Laboratories


Brower, Tim L. “Using a Systems Engineering Approach for Students to Design and Build Laboratory Equipment.” *ACP.*

Chaturvedi, Sushil K. et al. “Implementation and Assessment of a Virtual Reality Experiment in the Undergraduate Thermo-Fluids Laboratory.” *ACP.*

Cherner, Yakov, and Gary Mullett. “Simulation-Based Customizable Virtual Laboratories for Teaching Alternative Energy, Smart Grid and Energy Conservation in Engineering & Technology Programs.” *NE.*

Lara, Eric, and Victor Okhuysen. “Improving a Traditional Engineering Lab through Conversion into a Hybrid Course.” *PSW.*


Olinger, Justeen et al. “Lab-in-a-Box: Techniques and Technologies to Manage Large and Not So Large Laboratory Courses.” *ACP.*


Tumkor, Serdar et al. “Integration of a Real-Time Remote Experiment into a Multi-Player Game Laboratory Environment.” *ASME.* Paper no. ICEME2012-86944.

Waldorf, Daniel. “iLearnIt: An On-line Wiki for Equipment Maintenance and Laboratory Instruction in Engineering Education.” *PSW.*


### Liberal Studies

Brooks, Robert M., K. S. Jyothsna, and Mehmet Cetin. “Application of Interrupted Case Method for Teaching Ethics to Graduate Students in Transportation Engineering.” *ACP.*


60, no. 6 (December 2012): 30-33.


Delattea, Norb. “A New Course on Engineering History and Heritage.” *NC.*

Dyrud, Marilyn A. “Examining Urban Legends about Technology: A Creative Approach to Addressing Social Implications.” *CIEC.*

Dyrud, Marilyn A. “Plumbers and Professionalism.” *ACP.*


Frey, William Joseph et al. “On Integrating Appropriate Technology Responsive to Community Capabilities: A Case Study from Haiti.” *ACP.*

Grondin, Robert O. “Engineering as a Liberal Discipline: Two, Three or Four Cultures?” *ACP.*

Gunn, Craig J. “Revisiting a Liberal Activity in a College of Engineering: Engineers as Poets 10 Years Later.” *ACP.*


Hatipkarasulu, Yilmaz, and Suat Gunlan. “A Classroom Discussion of Applied Ethics.” *ACP.*

Heywood, John. “Philosophy and Undergraduate Teaching and Learning: Thoughts and Perspectives for Engineering Education.” *ACP.*


Jaeger, Martin, and Desmond Adair. “A Student’s Perception of Ethics during His Final Year Project ‘Ethics on a Construction Project’ in the Middle East,” 36-42, *ICEE.*

Jennings, Marianne, and Islam H. El-Adaway. “Ethical Concerns in Engineering Publications.” *SEE.*

Khalid, Adeel et al. “Teaching Methods—What Engineers Can Learn From Liberal Arts.” *SEE.*

Khan, Ahmed S., and Aram Ajajanian. “Nanotechnology: Teaching Ethical and Social Issues in a STS Course.” *ACP.*

Kedrowszc. April, and Maria Dawn Blevins. “Renewable and Efficient? Mechanical Engineering Students’ Conception of Sustainability and Engineering.” *ACP.*

Krupczak, John et al. “Defining Engineering and Technological Literary.” *ACP.*

Leitch, Kenneth R., and Rhonda M. Dittfurth. “Online and In-Seat Ethics Instruction: The View from Both Sides.” *ACP.*

McCullough, Claire L. “Ethics for the Information Age.” SEES.

Mäkinen, Olli, and Jyri Naarmala. “The Age of Information and De Facto Ethics,” 266-272. ICEE.


Meredith, David. “Teaching Ethics through Examples.” NC.


Spierre, Susan et al. “An Experiential Pedagogy for Sustainability Ethics.” ACP.


Thomas, Sylvia W. “Voices of Impact from the Public (VIP): An Ethical Perspective.” ACP.

Vleck, Brian, and Eleanor Haynes. “Case Studies and On-Line Training Used to Enhance Engineering Ethics at the Undergraduate and Graduate Level.” ASME. Paper no. ICEME2012-87833.

Walck, Christa et al. “Ethics Education: Patents and Copyright for STEM Students.” ACP.


Manufacturing


Bal, Mert. “Virtual Manufacturing Laboratory Experiences for Distance Learning Courses in Engineering Technology.” ACP.

Barger, Marilyn, Richard Gilbert, Bradley E. Jenkins, and Eric Owens. “Aligning Florida’s Manufacturing Programs with External Standards: Closing the Loop.” ACP.


Dupen, Barry. “Undergraduate Design and Modification of a Tensile Testing Fixture for Biomaterials.” ACP.


Foster, Phillip R. “Evolution of the Stirling Cycle: Emphasis on Reliability, Durability, and Long-Term Unattended Operation.” ACP.

Hoffman, Peter J., Eric S. Hopewell, Brian James, and Kent M. Sharp, Jr. Precision Machining Technology. Clifton Park, NJ:
Hossain, A., H. Kadir, and M. Zahraee. “Frame by Frame Analysis and Diagnosis of a High Speed Packaging System Using Fastec In-Line Network-Ready Camera Vision Equipment.” *ACP.*


Kalla, Devi K., and Aaron Brown. “Infusing a Sustainable Green Manufacturing Course into Mechanical/Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program.” *ACP.*

Kanu, Rex C., Pamela Elizabeth Betz, and Samuel Cotton. “An Approach to Incorporating Sustainability in a Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program.” *ACP.*

Kim, Spencer Heung-Hyun, Elizabeth Dell, and Mario H. Castro-Cedeno. “Materials Education for Green Plastics Manufacturing Technology (GMET).” *ACP.*

Kitto, Kathleen, and Debra Jusak. “The iCollaborate MSE Project—2012.” *ACP.*

Kitto, Kathleen, and Debra Jusak. “Update Progress 2012 on the iCollaborate MSE Project,” 845-847. WIP. *FIE.*


Latif, Niaz, Mohammed A. Zahraee, Aco Sikoski, and Branislav Rosul. “Manufacturing Workforce: Report on NSF-ATE Project Pertaining to Mechatronics Technician Development.” *ACP.*


Narang, Ramesh V. “Introducing Reliability and Maintainability to Engineering and Technology.” *ACP.*

Natagarathinam, Malini, Norm Clark, and Barry Lawrence. “Project-Based Learning for a Class on Manufacture-Distributor Relationships.” *ACP.*

Nutter, Paul. “Incorporation of SME-Tooling University Online Curriculum in a Manufacturing Technology Program.” *NC.*

Orr, Rick. “Teaching Six Sigma Methodology in a Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program.” *CIEC.*


**Mechanical**


Lin, Chen Y., Mileta Tomovic, and John P. Hackworth. “Automation Laboratory Development.” *ACP*.


Sorby, Sheryl, and N. Veurink. “Impact of Visualization Training on Student Learning.” *EDGD2*.


Wang, Yonghai, Yubin Lee, Jian-so Lian, and Suxia Cui. “Broaden Engineering Technology Students’ Knowledge through Hands-On with Motion Robots.” *ACP*.


### Nanotechnology


Khan, Ahmed S. “Nanotechnology: Teaching Ethical and Social Issues in a STS Course.” *ACP*.

Koprowski, Gene. *Nanotechnology in Medicine: Emerging Applications*. New York:


Yamilov, Alexey. “Teaching an Undergraduate Nanotechnology Course Online.” *MW.*

### Renewable Energy

Kitto, Kathleen. “NSF ATE Renewable Energy Center.” *ACP.*
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